NCRFU League Standings Policy – XVs Rugby
1. The NCRFU uses a points system to determine standings at the end of the season. Points
are awarded as follows:
a. 4 Points for a win
b. 2 points for a draw
c. 1 point for a loss by less than 8 points
d. 1 point for scoring 4 or more tries
2. If two or more teams have scored the same or more points the tie breakers will be used
in the following order to break a tie. In the event of a tie between two or more teams,
the tie breakers will be used in order until the lowest team can be eliminated and then
they will be used again in order until there are no more tied teams
a. Total Wins
b. Points earned in games between the tied teams
c. Point Differential
d. Points Against
e. Points For
f. Tries Scored
g. Coin Flip
3. In the event that teams have played an uneven number of games due to a weather or
other cancellation. The following system will be used.
a. If a team or teams with less games played has four or less points per un-played
game than a team above them in the standings the following system will be
used to determine if the team with less games played shall finish ahead of the
team with more games in the standings. If more than one team is impacted by
this policy, than the following tiebreakers shall be used to eliminate the lowest
team and then used again from the top until all teams place in the standings
have been determined. If a team has less games played due to their own
negligent conduct, misconduct, or refusal to play a game that is scheduled or
could reasonably be rescheduled, then this system shall not apply and they
should be determined to finish lower in the standings.
i. Points earned in matches vs common opponents
ii. Points earned in matches vs the impacted teams
iii. Points earned per game played
iv. Point differential per game
v. Coin Flip
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